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00:02
I like science because it helps us
00:10
understand what's going on I like to
00:13
have a challenge so science is a great
00:17
balance of the fun things in life and
00:21
the more difficult things I find it
00:24
really cool being able to like learn
00:26
about the things that happen around us
00:27
how the world works I'm like how will be
00:30
able to shape the future one day I think
00:34
this can because it has lots of people
00:38
and they all have a passion for science
00:41
let's can click on to its been like um I
00:44
guess more like a school environment
00:46
where you don't want to talk with your
00:48
peers as often and if you like drop we
00:52
had a little bit more individual but i
00:53
like how we do a lot of productivity
00:55
like almost all back to me we've done
00:57
with it in groups and like if you go to
01:00
a camp in you have no friends like you
01:01

don't
01:02
it nice to be able to meet people at
01:06
school a lot of people like a lot of
01:09
different things but here it's all of
01:12
the kids that like science so it's easy
01:15
to get along with people because we
01:17
share interests to create atmosphere
01:20
it's way more fun than squirrel squirrel
01:23
has too many rules I expected it to be
01:27
not so much fun print amore bum and I
01:31
respected it so that's very good Kim
01:37
showed me that there is much more to
01:40
science than I actually think there is
01:45
this camp has i would definitely opened
01:48
up my mind to like a lot of different
01:50
possibilities within like
01:52
he was in science I would say that
01:53
coming to this camp house giving me like
01:55
a bigger opportunity of knowing the
01:58
different branches of science and like
02:00
kind of pinpointing like the main once I
02:03
wanted like going to I think that
02:05

everybody what the passion for science
02:07
should come to this camp and i hope to
02:10
be here maybe in four years for
02:13
university
02:19
I would recommend this camp to anybody
02:23
who like science or even who doesn't
02:25
Houston science medicine or if you're
02:28
just love interested in learning a new
02:30
thing please show many different topics
02:33
so they can explore all of science which
02:35
is an overall amazing topic

